ii6 REFORM AND THE LATERAN COUNCIL OF 1215
conclusion. By working backwards we arrive at the undated
constitutions issued by M. Richard le Poore, Bishop of
Salisbury, and the question arises whether his constitutions
were the original source or whether they had a predecessor.
There do survive some rather short constitutions of M.
Stephen Langton known as the c Legenda *, whose date
unfortunately is uncertain. Wilkins, quoting from Hatton
MS. 109, said that they were issued at the Council of
Oxford in 1222, and in several manuscripts of the Oxford
Council they follow without a break, but only one dates
from the thirteenth century.1 In the majority of manu-
scripts the Council of Oxford is given alone and no mention
is made of these c Constitutions of Stephen Langton'.
Moreover, internal evidence suggests a doubt whether the
Constitutions of Stephen Langton, the main clauses of
which concern the Sacraments and include several Lateran
Decrees, were issued at the Council of Oxford, for they
contain various clauses of similar import differently ex-
pressed, while the general excommunications pronounced
in the constitutions of Stephen Langton and in the Council
of Oxford not only differ to some extent in import but also
in the number of times they are to be pronounced in the
year.
The question of dating is tantalizing, for there is defi-
nitely a connexion between the c Legenda* of Stephen and
those of M. Richard le Poore, Bishop of Salisbury, who
had once possibly been a student under Langton at Paris.
The excommunications of the former almost exactly
correspond with those pronounced by the latter. More-
over, the constitutions of Richard are built up round the
seven Sacraments, each section being headed by a short
dissertation on the Sacrament, its origin, meaning,
and procedure, followed by more detailed clauses con-
cerning its several implications. These sections are far
more elaborate, far more detailed, far more exhaustive
forms of the first seven clauses of the constitutions of
Stephen Langton, and in some clauses even the same
wording and order are used. However, the later issues of
bishops show a far greater resemblance to, and dependence
1 Caius Coll. MS. 349.

